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Your Right to Free Speech:
An Endangered Commodity

DEBORAH LIPSTADT
"Thought Nazi "

In recent years "mainstream" maga
zines like Time, Newswcek and U.S.
News and World Report have run

cover stories at Easter and Christmas
time questioning the validity of the Bible

- and asking whether the events of the
Bible really happened.

This is considered quite eminently
"respectable" and a model for the Idnd of
intellectual debate that is encouraged in
.America today. But just imagine what
'would happen if someone even dared to
question one factual detail about the
holocaust.

For example, the count of the dead at
Auschwitz, compiled mainly from Jewish
sources ranges from 9 million, falling
tlirough the millions and the hundred
thousands, finally deflating to 73,137 in a
report in The New York Times for March
3, 1991, based on wartime German con
centration camp records. Of these, 38,
031 were Jews. See this for yourself in
Auschwitz: The Final Count. (See page 19
so you can order this groundbreaking
work for yourself)

Despite British historian David Ir-
ving's recent legal defeat at the hands of
holocaust industry spokeswoman Debor
ah Lipstadt, there is a bright side. Dis-
riiiSRinn nf thp fart that there are lesriti-

mate questions about the historical
details of the holocaust has now been
widejy publicized in the major media in
the United States ofAmerica.

SPOTLIGHT correspondent Michael
Collins Piper points out in the May 1
issue ofLiberty Letter, an occasional pub
lication for Lil)erty Lobby Board of Policy
members only: "In the wake of the victo
ry by the 'Lipstadt Lobby,' there's no ques
tion there will be a renewed push for con
tinuing liolocaust education' in thepuLlic
schools to malce sure that young people in
America don't inadveitently 'fall victim'
to believing the facts about the holocaust
that David Irving and other dissident his
torians dared to bring forth."

Irving did not stand a chance of win
ning his case. The judge who tried the
case was totally biased in favor of the
holocaust promoters. Justice Charles
Gray of the British high court called
Irving an "anti-Semite," a "racist," a "pro-
nazi polemicist," and charged the histori
an with manipulating truth. Note the ad
hominem attack used to discredit Ii'ving's
historical findings. Irving suffered the
same syndrome all persons have under
gone who have publicized the facts.

What the judge and the jubilant pluto
cratic-controlled Dress faiM to take into

:

account is that the hidden merit in the
Irving verdict for which truth seekers
should rejoice is that the holocaust is now
opened up for discussion.

Readers of The SPOTLIGHT and BOP

members ofLiberty Lobby can be assured
that the holocaust will be discussed in
these pages of this free newspaper.

The SPOTLIGHT asserts that it is
very difficult what exactly to believe
about the holocaust. And The SPOT
LIGHT has an obligation to report the
truth and real news about all subjects
including the holocaust.

For printing the truth, The SPOT
LIGHT is out of step with the rest of the
media and the American educational


